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Territoriality 

Propositions? 
Space is divided up. 

Some associated with identity, control, own-ness. 

Boundary.  Inside.  Outside. 

What does the boundary do? 

Keep actors in or out. 

Keep information in or out. 

Keep effects in or out.  Environment.  Physical and social.  Social control free zones. 

Lyman & Scott  

Types 

Public 

Access = general.  Action = possibly limited. 

“public order” “disorderly conduct” “Xing in public” 

Time and status restrictions (closed after sunset, no men in the women’s room, race by 
neighborhood). 

Disconnect between territory rights and citizen rights can make spaces sites for contested 
status/rights questions (sit-ins, etc. at one extreme, extra vigilance against dog walkers, or creation of 
“defensible space” at the other) 

Permissions and prohibitions associated with more or less public spaces are virtual exercise 
program for learning social distinctions.  Their examples were nude dancing permitted in bars but 
not on street or in front of children.  Nude bathing permitted on beaches but watching while clothed 
not permitted. 

Home 

“areas where the regular participants have a relative freedom of behavior and sense of intimacy 
and control over the area” 92 

Temporary home territories : “our table” in the restaurant 

Interaction 

The space of social gatherings 

Body 

Anatomical space of the body.  Includes visibility, touchability, etc.  Norms attach even to one’s 
own handling of one’s own body. 

Body as home territory.  Marriage.  Children. 

Body reaches outward symbolically with extra-corporeal markings and such. 
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Territorial Encroachment 

violation 

invasion 

contamination 

R e a c t i o n  t o  E n c r o a c h m e n t  

“colonization” of space by regulars. 

Turf Defense 

Insulation 

Linguistic Collusion : switching to the local tongue (or cool talk among kids vs parents and also 
note the reverse which may be connected to teenage rebellion cf. Jack Katz.  Noah the other night 
feeling that he was tired of adults launching off into abstract and serious land). 

R e a c t i o n s  t o  l a c k  o f  F r e e  S p a c e  

Groups that are denied free territory.  Youth in general.  No place to meet.  Cf. campus need for 
space for various groups. 

One reaction is to adapt body space to a control space 

manipulation : make faces, dance forms, gestures, body carriage (hip hop?) 

adornment : jewelry, tattoos,  

penetration : turn inward to create free space : meditate, day dream, diet, vegetarian, etc. 

Space 

“Space Speaks” in The Silent Language by E. Hall. 

1. Territoriality.  “My spot.”  “Someone will take my place.”  Making a house a home.  
Being particular about one’s space.  Feeling violated when space is inhabited by someone 
without one’s permission.  Getting on the nerves of the person who is spatially anal. 

2. Spatial accents 

3. Space v place 

4. Levels of space/place 

5. Place 

6. Locale (“Dogpatch”) 

7. Crossroads and corners 

8. Hamlets, villages, towns. 
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9. Ambiguity and non-nested aspect of place references. 

10. Town | inbetween |Town (“unincorporated areas”) 

11. Road.  Thing to be on.  Thing that connects places.  Compare older style of naming road 
based on where it goes.  “The Boston Road” in one direction, the “New York Road” in 
the other.  European custom of changing name as you go along.  Question of “spatial 
integrity.” 

12. Learning difference between levels – streets, avenues, roads, highways, paths.  Different 
kinds of lines on a map but can the map model come first?  No, we understand paths to 
have different statuses experientially.  You know what kinds of roads you don’t bike or 
walk on.  What sorts of paths don’t have horses on them. 

13. Hall’s example of child learning about parts of a pencil.  What is THIS?  Great place to 
experience this is doing anthropological fieldwork and trying to understand the object 
structures and spatiality of another culture.  Does the culture deal with middles or edges?  
What sorts of places have names?  What are the names in the same class with?  Which 
things have to be described in roundabout manner?  E.g., Whorf and Hopi not having 
names for interior 3d spaces. 

14. Geek paths.  Where do people actually move. 

15. Spatial density and moral density.  Creating a sense of community by manipulating space. 

16. Map of Mills.  Where is activity?  Where could activity be?  Where are the thoroughfares?  
The crossroads?  The tunnels?  Where is it bright?  Where is it dark?  Consider plans for 
entry reception area.   

17. Field research: how do folks distribute themselves in different spaces?  French vs. 
American offices.  Layout of law offices, doctors offices, etc.  

18. Grid systems.  Mapping by coordinates vs. landmarks.   

19. Space brainstorm.  Corner office.  Give me my space.  Needing a little space in a 
relationship.  There’s a place for you.  You’re in my place.  Breathing room.  Growing 
room.  Private space.  A room of one’s own.  Feeling crowded.  Feeling uncrowded.  
Too far away to talk.  Too close for comfort.  Take your places. 

20. Why do people cluster into the kitchen at parties? 

21. Kitchen, dining room, living room.  Open plan.  EIK.  Pass through.  Whose space is it? 

Daphne Spain, Gendered Spaces 

Status == social estimations of honor, ranking (cf. prestige) 

Look at architectural and geographic patterns.  Why do spatial arrangements matter?  They 
provide access to resources and symbolically recreate status differences.  Transmit inequality.  Who is 
ruled out?  Clubs, universities, etc. as “off limits” to one group or another. 
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Space, knowledge and secrecy.   
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